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la. Sea truth stations during the LANDSAT-2 experiment.


lb. LANDSAT-2 registrations of the Baltic Sea 1975.


2a. WANDSAT-2 registration duly 20, 1975.


2b. LANDSAT-2 registration August 6. 1975.


3. Recorder output of in viv6 chlorophyll a measurements.


4. Fluorescence vs. chlorophyll a sea truth measurements.


5. Linear regression of computed vs. measured chlorophyll a.


6. Linear regression of computed vs. measured turbidity.


7. Tabled increase in significance using stepwise regression.


8. Uncorrected CCT-data ink-jet plotter output.


9. Corrected CdT-data ink-jet plotter output.


10. 	 Chlorophyll a distribution generated by an ink-jet plotter.


11. 	 Mosaic of the Baltic Sea.


12. Vertical distribution diagram 'of Anabaena circinalis.


'13. Variation of the blue-green algal distribution 1975.


14. 	 LANDSAT-2 data, the Sound area, August 9, 1975.


15. 	 Off-shore Poland, August 6, 1975.


16. 	 Eastern Baltic, August 4, 1975.








1. 	 Registration statistics over useful and not useful scenes


due to different causes.


2. 	 Correlation coefficient (r) and band combination which








The main aim of the study was to develop a tephnique for


obtaining large-scale, synoptic views of ecological variables


such as plankton blooms which could be used as a convenient
 

operational tool for modelling the Baltic ecosystem.


Using all data from.both the StockholR archipelago and the off­

shore test site in the Northern Baltic proper and from LANDSAT-2


tapes and ground truth measurements, a strong correlation was


found between the product of bands 5 and 6 (5x6) and chlorophyll a.


The bluegreen bloom of Nodularia spumigena, typical for Baltic


conditions was traced on two overpasses both by LANDSAT-2 and


by use of helicopter tracks.


Indications of current gyres, upwelling sites and discharge


plumes were obtained from the "topography" of the blooms. Using


the Swedish automatic instrument IRIS (Image Reading Instrument


System), Computer Compatible Tape (CCT) and programmes developed


at the Swedish National Defence Research Institute, quantitative


estimations of chlorophyll a and Secehi disc readings were made


and transferred to multicoloured maps using an ink-jet plotter.


The combinations of techniques used should constitute a cheap,


time-saving method of rough, large-scale quantifications of


Baltic events. A continued processing of collected data will


result in a rude quantification of a total bluegreen bloom











The overall objectives of the LANDSAT 2 investigation


No 28 470 "Dynamics and energy flow through the Baltic


ecosystem" was to study the production, transport and


sedimentation of organic matter in coastal and offshore


areas of the Baltic Sea.


The most specific objective was to develop a technique using


the synoptic information extracted from LANDSAT 2 registra­

tions to obtain basic information on ecological parameters


such as intensity and large scale distribution patterns of


phytoplankton blooms, particulate matter and effluents from


urban and industrial areas.


Such a technique, if successful, would add a new dimension to


information on the ecology of the Baltic Sea and constitute








This report will primarily describe an empirical approach of


how to extract chlorophyll and water quality information from


two successful registrations in 1975 and how to process distri­







2.1 Test sites and registrations.


The investigation was carried out as a joint study where several


Swedish and other Baltic institutes participated.


The geographical location of the sea truth stations are plotted


in Fig. 1 a with reference to the respective institute. A com­

plete list of participants are presented in Appendix A together


with sea truth measurements. Fig. lb shows the geographical


location of LANDSAT 2 registrations recived during the investiga­

tion period of the Baitic sea.


Table 1 sums registrations, both those of value and those not


useful due to cloudiness, artifacts and lack of truth data,


financial tr personnel shortage.
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TABLE 1 Registration statistics over useful and not use­

ful scenes due to different causes.


Characteristics Number Percent 
Cloudiness and/or condensation 21 35 
streaks from aircrafts 
Artifacts in the registrations 7 12 
Registrations over land -7 12 
Missing sea truth due to 6 10 
geographic location 
other difficulties 7 12 
Successful registrations used 12 20 






,2.2 Sea truth measurements and analysis,


The sea truth measurements presented in Figure lb were taken


at 10 fixed stations and during cruises in the Stockholm archi­

pelago and off shore south of Landsort (see Fig. 2).


During the off shore cruises in the Landsort area chloro­

phyll a was continuously measured at 1 m depth by pumping water


into the ship laboratory using the in vivo fluorescence technique


described by Strickland and Parsons (1972). Figure 3 shows a


compressed recorder output from the transect August 6. The 6hloro­







During the continuous sampling, water was pumped around the


Turner III instrument and collected in a 100 1 jar correspond­

ing to 2 naut. miles and subsampled for chlorophyll a, nutrients,


salinity and phytoplankton counts. For analysis procedure see


Strickland and Parsons 1972. Secchi disc measurememts were made


using a 30 cm disc and water telescope.


This report is concentrated around two registrations, July 20


and August 6 (Figs. 2 aand 2b) where sea truth measurements were


performed syrchronous to the satellite in the off shore area,


while the measurements in the Stockholm archipelago were taken


3- 5 days earlier in July and 2 -6 days earlier in August. In­

vestigations have shown that during this time of the year, the













10 Figure 3. Compressed recorder oiatput along
the transect August 6,1975 ( fig. 2b) show ig 
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for weeks due to low inflow from lake Maelar and calm weather


(Karlgren and Ljungstr6m 1975) which persuaded us to use these







2.3 Satellite data interpretation and processing.
 

As a first step in handling the LANDSAT 2 registrations the


70 mm negative products were checked to find out if the scene


was useful or not. This judgement was built on degree of cloudi­







Selected scenes containing relevant information, e.g. algal


blooms, were further interpreted qualitativly using a light


table and a stereoscope.


Direct measurements on the 70 mm products were "carriedout on


an automatic instrument, IRIS (Image Reading Instrument System,







This technique has not yet been fully tested but the results


obtained are promising for a rapid areal quantification of
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using stepwise linear regression. oa trth Was 
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Quantitative estimations of chlorophyll a and Seochd disc


measurements have been made using the corputer-Compatible


Tapes (CCT) processed on an ThM 360/75 at the Stockholm


Computer Center, using programs developed at the Image Process­







The following procedures were used in correlating the satellite


data to sea truth measurements:


The sea truth stations were located on sea charts, off shore


by the Decca Navigation System.


Subscene extraction from the IWNDSAT registration over the


areas of sea truth measurements.


Symbol coded liner printer sheets covering the subsoene 
areas of registration were used in location of the sampling 
stations. Window extractions, usually 24 pixels in the archi­
pelago and 240 pixels off shore, were submitted to statisti­
cal treatment. 
Mean values of the digital numbers in Band 4, 5 and 6 for








2.4. Statistical handling of sea truth and L$AJDSAT data. 
Stepwise regression analysis were used to find out which band or 
algebraic combination of bands showed the strongest relation to 
sea truth, measurements as dependent variables and digital numbers 
of band 4, 5 and 6 as independent variables,.The calculations were 
carried out on an IBM 360/75 using a Biomedical computer program 
{B~MO2R). 
Expressions to be used in generation of chlorophyll a and tur­
bidity distribution maps by a PDP 11/40 with an inkjet plotter 







LANDSAT 2 registration from August 6, 1975 (ID.2196-0917200)


over the north-western par of the Baltic, have been used in


an attempt to generate maps for chlorophyll a and turbidity


(Secch± disc readings) from the inner part of the Stockboln


archipelago towards the open Baltic, Stepwise regression ana­

lysis was used to find out which band or algebraic combina­

tion of bands showed the strongest relation to sea truth


measurements. The digital numbers of band 4, 5 and 6 were


used as independent variables and the field measurements


constituted dependent variables. By using this technique in


three steps an equation was established. There was however a


very small increase in significances compared with using just
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Table 2 shows thebighest correlation coefficient (r) and the bands 
used in the statistics. As can be seen no clear differences 
appear in the selected bands or band combinations probably be­
cause of the strong correlation between Seochi disc values and 
chlorophyll a which indicates that the phytoplankton popula­
tion to h great extent affected the turbidity 5oth in the 
archipelago and off shore during these investigations. 
TABLE 2 Correlation coefficient (r ) and band combination which 






Chlorophyll a Sechi disc 
r Band r, Band 
July 
Archipelago .97 4+5 .89 5 
Off shore .90 5+6 - -




Archipelago .72 4 .87 4+6


Off shore .97 5+6 .56 4x5








Archipelago .65 5+6 .76 5+6


Off shore .96 5x6 .46 4/6


Arch. + off shore .88 5x6 .87 6


The regression aDalysis for all values, digital numbers and


sea txuth measurements collected during July 20 (ID.2179-09232)


and August 6, show that chlorophyll a is best correlated to


band combination 5x6 and turbidity to band 6.


The strong significant correlation between the two sets of data


could probably be enhanced by several parameters in the water






Our attempt in generating distribution maps met with diffi­

culties due to differences in the detectors signals or in the


calibration. Mork has been done at the Institute for Image


Processing to overcome the striping by smoohing techniques 
built on the floating mean approach where the output of each
 

pixel was-weighed by the surrounding digital numbers. Figures


& and 9 show the uncorrected and corrected products from the


algal aggregation in Fig. 2b.


Another approach was tested in Figure 10 where the combination, 
of bands 5x6 found in Table 2 (August 6, archipelago+ off shore), 
were used together with reduction of the scale by taking the 
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FIGURE IC. 	 LANDSAT-2 COMPUTER PRODUCT, SHOWING THE CHLOROPHYLL a DISTRIBUTION FROM THE INNER PART OF


STOCKHOLM ARCHIPELAGO TOWARDS OFF-SHORE AREAS. THE DIGITAL INFORMATION FROM THE SATELLITE


HAVE BEEN PROCESSED ON A IBM 75/360 AND CONVERTED TO POP 11/40 FORMAT FOR GENERATION BY


INK-JET PLOTTER. THE WHITE AREAS ARE CLOUDS, GREEN ARE MAIN LAND AND ISLANDS, AND RED-PINK-

MAGENTA-BLUE-LIGHT BLUE REPRESENT DIFFERENT CHLOROPHYLL a LEVELS.








the mean value of 3 line pixels and 4 column pixels as the


output. The different colours generated on PDP 11/40 con­

nected to an inkjet plotter, represent different relative


density classes of chlorophyll a concentrations.
 

In Fig. 10 green represents land or skerries, white is clouds








When a more satisfactory method of over coming the striping by


separate calibrations of the sensors is available LANDSAT data








3.2 Urban and industrial effluents.


Because of above mentioned difficulties only 70 mm products


have been interpreted concerning the effluent studies. By


this crude technique two main systems can be seen.


I. Effluents having an archipelago as a recipient characterized


as follows (Stockholms archipelago, Fig. 2):


No plume or small emmisions can be detected in the LANDSAT


imagery and there are relatively high chlorophyll a contents


in the water within the area.








I. 	 Effluents having no archipelago: (e.g. Wisla-Poland, Venta-

USSR). Plumes can be detected outside the river mouth


(Figs. 15 and 16). Nutrients and organic matter are distri­

buted out into the Baltic. As no truth measurementAs have


been reported from these areas no further interpretations


have been done, but as a subjective impression areas having








The phenomenon called algal blooms is here understood as accumu­

lation of planktonic algae in the surface water. During the


summer season the Baltic phytoplankton population shifts from


a dominance by diatome~s and dinoflagellates to bluegreen


species (Nodularia spumigena, Aphanizomenon flosaguae) and











Figure 11. A mosaic of the Baltic Sea, where features in the surface


water below the clouds are aggregations of blue-green algea. Registrations
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The aggregation of algae in the surface water is most


pronounced for Nodularia spumigena. It occurs when the


algae lose control of their gas vacouls and begin to


float. %his is a rapid process, within 24 hours for certain
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Figure 1 Yerdcal distribution diogrns of Anhaena cirdnihsin Crose Mere, Shropshire, ­

- during 1968. Re-drawn from Reynolds (1971, fig. 7).


This pertubation of the buoancy-regulating mechanism is


caused by several environmental factors such as nutrient


deficiency, and turbulence decrease.
 

In the Baltic the blooms are often observed after a period


of calm weather, temperatures above 17°C in the surface


water and high insolation. The aggregation often occurs at


the borders between Langmuir cells and in the area between


off shore and coastal waters.


Figure 13 shows a picture sequence built on LANDSAT 2 regi­

strations and helicopter observations reference during the


blue-green bloom in 1975 indicating the irregular appearance


of the bloom in the northern Baltic.


This means that tbtal biomass estimations from satellite data


must be carefully interpreted, although the qualitative in­

formation obtained has given Baltic ecologists another scale









•::. ": 75 07 21.7-072: Left: Registration July 20,1975W 
documenting the fixt phase of 
_fz . "the blue-green algal aggxegation 
it the surfaee water. 
Right; Bljue-green algae evenly
F.rdistributed in the water, sumface 
(0-2m) starting about 4-5 nnat. 
miles fzom the mainland. 
jy~77 d728jLeft: No algae were detected-In 
the NW-SE route but oceured. Am 
the W-E fligth path. 
Right: leavy aggregation in the 
::theriappatwith changing~I 	 
other route show moderate


all density in the surfaee water. 
750801 	 Left. Bluo--zecn algae present, in 
the sur-face water but to a leaser 
extent, 
Right.: LlhSAT-2 registration
August 6,1975 showing the finale 
Otago of the bloom.­
___-- .- __". 	 ORIGINAL PAGE I 
OF POOR QUALITl 
Figure 130 A set of situations showing the variations in the blue-green









In Figure 14 the LANDSAT 2 registration (August 9, 1975






(ca 30 °/op) and Baltic water (ca 7- 10 0/00).


Information from the satellite indicates a possible inflow


situation of water from the North Sea through the 6resund


where the Baltic water is tagged by the blue-green algae in


the surface. In this very complex current pattern the arrow







Figure 14 	 LANDSAT 2 registration (ID.2199-09351) August 9,


1975, showing a part of the main mixing area of


the North Sea and Baltic waters. The streaks in










 the southern part of the Baltic sea out­

side Poland. The structure in the surface water indicates


heavy.amounts of algae (see arrow) about 6 naut. miles from









 LANOSAT-2 registration August 6,1975 (ID.2196-09183)

off-shore'Poland. The configuration in the surface water, is


aggregation of blue-green algae. The arrow indicates the eff











Figure 16. LANDSAT-2"registrations from August 4, 1975


(IO.219"4-O9062 and 2194-09055) of the Baltic Sea off-shore


USSR, showing aggregations of blue-green algae in the shu4ane


water . The outflow of river Venta can also be noticed.


ORIGINAL PAGE 16 
OF POOR QtALEAZ 
Figure 16 (August 4, 1975 ID.2194-09062 E 2194-09055)


again shows a south going coastal current along the USSR


coast and sharp streaks indicate the borders between the


watermasses. The accumulations of algae beneath the cirrus


clouds indicate a rather calm situation in the central part


of the Baltic but the upper part indicates north going
 

currents. Counter-clockwise gyres can be seen along the


northern coast of the island of Saarema.


The last example of surface currents information obtained
 

from LANDSAT 2 data is taken from the southern coast of Sweden


Fig. 17. In this imagery from August 6 (ID.2196-09181) a­

nother counter-clockwise gyre is shown. Moreover there are
 

indications of upwelling situations along the coast of Sweden


and off the island of bland due to N-NE winds. Sea truth










pheopigment of 399 ug 1 1, altogether,'700ug 1- 1 chlorophyll a, 
compared to ca 0.5 - 1 ug 1 in a water column 0 - 6 m, which 
indicated a heavy aggregation near the surface. 
Figure 17. 	 LANDSAT 2 registration August 6, 1975 (ID.2196­

09181). The streaks in the surface water are








There are to date few estimations of the role of nitrogen


fixation of Nodularia (Brattberg 1974, HUbel and HUbel in


print) and still fewer calculations of the total amounts of








The trigger of the blooms are still obscure. They occur during


the warmest part of the year and it is tempting to point to


temperature as a major factor. Phosphate as an essential


element for the alga could also indicate upwelling areas as


nuclei for the blooms which during their surface floating


phase could then be wind-driven (Jansson 1977). The assumed


upwelling areas in Figs. 14 and 17 would then act as "nutrient








Another source of organic materials are the sewage plumes from


rivers or urban areas. Quantification of the effluents, which


have been registrated along the coasts of USSR, Poland and DDR


have not been made because of difficulties in obtaining ground


truth data. The whole of the Stockholm archipelago is dominated


by the urban processes which ultimately show up as effects on


the environment in increased chlorophyll and turbidity.


In order to measure the sedimentation rate of the sinking,


dying algae during the declining phase of the bloom, sediment


traps had been anchored in the northern part of the investiga­

tion area. Unfortunately none of these could be recovered,


probably trapped by trawls or fishing nets in these interna­

tional waters. Although therefore nothing can be said about


the sedimentation of the registered bloom, previous experience


has shown that a heavy fall-out from Nodularia exists and also


reaches the bottom (Nyqvist in print). Due to the sensitivity


of the deep basins to increased loads of organic matter this


is of course of great interest where the decaying Nodularia


material is deposited. This calls for an intensive survey of


the blooms throughout their entire phase; more extensive than


the 18 days upon which this investigation is based (Fig. 13).


4.2 The importance of large scale, synoptic quantifications.


Though water is a fluid medium this by no means secures a


homogeneous distribution of its suspended solids neither


living nor dead. Patchiness of plankton populations is a


well known phenomenon in the oceans. For modelling of the


pelagic systems and in order to give a true representation of


such crucial problems as zooplankton grazing on phytoplankton


the critical size of the plankton patches has to be determined


This has up till now been done almost exclusively by measure­

ments from ships, at best as continuous tracking with towed


fluorimeters such as we in some cases employed (Fig. 3).


Relying on a small number of fixed stations only - which is


often the case due to lack of money - results in a high degree








To date, no information exists on large scale patterns of the







4.3. Remote sensing as an operational technique.


The increasing need for large scale, synoptic surveys in the


Baltic can only be met with through remote sensing technique.


Though only a few successful sceneries could be obtained in


the present investigation these results have already greatly


enriched the Baltic environmental sciences and induced new


sampling schemes. The bluegreen blooms appear as an even more


important Baltic feature which will have to be monitored in


the future. The remarkably good correlation between concentr­

ations of chlorophyll a and LANDSAT-2 bands has presented us


with a powerful tool with which to survey the archipelagos of


the Baltic with regard to eutrophication processes. Using


the Nodularia blooms as "tracer substances", current patterns


can be studied and critical sizes of gyres and patches evalu­

ated. The strait between Sweden and Denmark, the Oresund, also


also recorded in the LANDSAT imagery reveals itself as a typi­

cal mixing area(Fig. 14).


4.4. Problems connected with the utilization of LANDSAT data.


One of the main drawbacks has been the late delivery of the
 

data which in this case severely retarded the whole investi­

gation. It is not known where in the process of information


transfer this delay occurred but the first sceneries were to


hand in July 1975 and in January 1976 the summer registrations


from August 1975 were received. Also the final date of launching


of LANDSAT-2 was for several weeks obscure which made a possible


survey of the spring bloom of that year impossible.


Another complication has been the quality of the material. Due


to either differences in the detector signals or in calibration


the translation of the bands to digital maps was characterized







A great disappointment was also the lack of registration by


LANDSAT-2 on the contracted sampling occasion, July 2 1975.


It was intended to make this passage a primary test period


incorporating ground truth data at sea with simultaneous


registration of part of the area by a multi-spectral scanner


as a part of a cooperative research study by Swedish and


French space corporatibns. For some unknown reason the track


of LANDSAT-2 at this period was deflected westward over the








The last complication has been the difficulty of obtaining


expected financial support throughout the experiment which


enforced the running of this project except for the support


during data processing and sea truth sampling, with only one
 

part-time scientist(B.N.) and which has resulted in the late


presentation of the quarterly report and much of the data


still unprocessed. A rough calculation of the total biomass


of Nodularia blooms is yet to come for example but it is











Although not especially adapted to aquatic use LANDSAT-2 has


been of great use in assessing large scale pattterns of import


ant marine variables. Our recommendations are concerned less


with.the IANDSAT functioning system than in advice to future


utilizers. The striping of the tapes was certainly a drawback
 

but should be easy to correct. Our main technical experience,
 

however, concerns the handling of the obtained remote sensing


products. The digital processing of the data, using the tech­

niques, the reading instrument IRIS and programmes developed


at the Image Processing Section of the Swedish National Defence


Research Institute (see appendix) can be strongly recommended


as a simple and fast technique. As stated in sect. 4.4. these


instruments can produce far more sophisticated results and


although the ground truth data does not allow more far-reaching


conclusions, the results as they now stand constitute a con­

siderable contribution to Baltic science.


In our opinion no single expression can be calculated for and


ecological parameter such as chlorophyll which could be applied


anytime and anywhere in the Baltic. The relation between sat­

ellite sea truth data has to be determined with reference


to the existing phytoplankton population and other natural








The results obtained so far have been published to a very small


extent in anticipation of.the criticism of this final draft


report. ERTS-I products, however have been used in several


publications, for example Nyqvist 1974, Jansson 1977. In num­

erous talks and discussion we have used material both from


LANDSAT-l and LANDSAT-2 to exemplify the need for large scale


synoptic quantifications of biologically active material.


Examples of such talks are:








Third Soviet-Swedish Symposium on the control of the Baltic


Sea Pollution, Stockholm, 1975.














The specific objectives: 1. "To develop a technique for using 
a synoptic view to obtain basic ecological parameters ... " 
2. "To develop an operational tool for monitoring the Baltic


Sea ..." have in our opinion been successfully reached. Remote


sensing technique as demonstrated by LANDSAT registrations


can be strongly recommended for obtaining large scale patterns


of phytoplankton blooms, chlorophyll concentrations, discharge


plumes and surface current patterns in the Baltic area.


The present results have pointed to the.phytoplankton patches


as being of much greater scale than previously thought and


have suggested new areas for both organic discharge and up­

welling. The future sampling programmes will certainly con­
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Area 6, 7, Hand Bay and E. Gotland





























Area 9, Stockholm Archipelago




































































The following pages contain sea truth data used in this report.
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SEA TRUTH DATA, STCKHOUM ARCHIPELACO 
DATE: 1975-07-14 
STN: 1 
Temperature 17.6 13.6 6.1 
S °/00 .88 2.0 4.! 
02 n'/1 8.9 (97) 7.9 (79) 4.4 (3 
PO4 -P ug/1 3 






Chl. a " 
Tot Chl 
Coliform no/i 8200 28000 15000 
Secchi disk (m) 2.6 
DAS: 1975-07-14 
STN: 2 
0m 2 m 10m 
Temperature 15.2 14.2 6.4 
s 7/0o 2.05 3.39 5.01 
0 2 Mg/1 8.4 (87) 9.0 (9.2) 4.7 (1. 
podP ug/l 
T ot. -P " 
NO2- N " 
NO3 -N 
TOtL-N " 
chl. a " 
'Tot Chl." 
Coliform no/l 25000 8200 82000 
Se:chi disk Wi) 2.3 
SEA TRITH DATA. STMCK-OfPA ArCUflPIflA\X, 
DATE: 1975-07-14 
STN: 3 



































al. a 32.2 29.4 
Tot Chl 
colifonm no/I 










0m 2m 8 m 
-oerature 16.2 15.9 7.9

S °/00 3.41 3.44 4.90 
o0 raq/l 11.3 (121) 11.0 (117) 4.5 (40 
P04 -P ug/l 8 20

Tot.-P " 36 46 
4-N 45 240

N02 -N " 15 24 
N03 -N " 85 515 
Tot.-N " 820 1080 
01-4. a " 43.4 47.2 
Tot Chl." 
Coliform no/i 1400 3400 700 
Secchi disk (in) 1.4 





0m 6 m 10 in 
Teiperature 17.5 17.0 9.0 
S 0/o 3.84 3.89 5.63 
02 Ig/ljlc:-p ug/l 11.012 (121) 10.8 (118) 
7.1 (66) 
Tot'-P " 28 
t.! -N 20 
NO -N " 1 
No3 -N " 5 
'Tot-N " 560 
anl. a 19.5 
,lot chl 
Colifonn no/l 
Secchi disk (m) 1.6 
DATE: 1975-07-15 
S : 14 
'0 m 4 m 10 m 
Ta.perature 17.4 12.1 I.6 
:,/(o 3.84 3.95 4.80 
O0 nq/1l 11.2 (123) 11.0 (120) 7.6 (74) 
'04-p ug/l 2 1 3 
ILI 1.-PI 32 29 15 
.N 1-N " 10 10 70 
2 1 2 
" 5 5 10 
IT. -N 580 560 320 
Cat-. a 
rrChi." 
w dtfon no/l 
Soc ai disk (r.i) 1.6 







0 m 6 1i 
11.2Vemperature 16.6 14.1 
S °/oo 4.6 4.87 5.68 
02 mng/l 9.9 (108) 9.1 (94) 8.2 (80 
904-p g/l 1 1 1 






Chi. a " 8.4 
Tot Chil 
Colifoulm no/l 









0/oo 4 74 5.19 5.72

0 2 mg/l 10.3 (113) 9.3 (99) 8.8 (88) 




















',,:chi disk (n) 3.3


SEA TWITI DATA, Sqn dlOIP ARCILIAj.jnX) 
DATE: 1975-07-15 
STN: 19 
0 m 6 m 12m 
TPul-rature 17.5 
S /wo 4.78 
2 mg/1 10.9 (121) 
PO4-P ug/l 2 






Tot Chl " 
coliform no/i 
Secchi disk (m) 3.0 
DATE: 1975-07-15 
STN: 20 
0 m 6 r 12 m 
Tpnerature 17.5 
S )/Oc 5.10 
m/1 10.4 .(115) 
)?04-P ug/l 1 
fTl:.-P , 23 
NC" --N " 
Tc :.-N 
C -. a 
Toc. Chl." 
cIiform no/l 
Secchi disk (m) 4.0 
SPA TRtIT DATA, SICCflIOJJ4 ARCmLIEXACO 
DATE: 1975-07-15 
STN: 22 




















NF4-N " 10 15 15 
NO-N " 






Tt Chl U 
Coliform no/l 
Secchi disk (m) 3.7 
DAT'E: 1975-07-15 
SIN: 23 
0 m 6 m 12 m 
Taperature 16.1 15.6 12.4 
S /oo 5.82 5.91 5.88 
O2 mg/l 10.2 (110) 10.0 (107) 9.6 (96) 
P04-P u9/1 2 1 3 













SPA TRUTH DATA, STCIHOL~l4 Rifi 
DATE: 1975-07-16 
STN± 24 
0rm 6m 12m 
Tenperature 15.7 
S /Oo 5.9 
0, m/l 9.9 (106) 
P0 4-P ug/l 5 





C i. a 
Tot Chl." 
Coliform no/i 















Secchi disk (mn) 
40 
,SEA TRUiTH DATA, S [(XIMiI LY,it!±iin 
DATE: 1975-07-16 
SIT: 25 




























0 m 12 m 14 m 
Ta perature 
S/o 





















ORIGINAL PAGE IN 
OF POOR QUAJ4T 
TcM Chl." 
coliform no/i 
Sacchi disk (in) 8.0 
SWA PKW'1L$\l~ ~ ZK~u't£1 
DAE: 1975-07-16 
STN: 29 









Cn_. a 2.2 
Tot Chl 
Colifom no/I 
5uchi disk (m) 7.0 
DAXE: 1975-07-16 
SN: 30 
0m i0 m 12 m 
Ttaiperature 15.8 15.7 
S /Oo 6.04 6.06 
02 ma/1 9.9. (107) 9.8 (105) 
P 4-P ug/l 1 1 
't.-P 14 14 
NH4-N 10 
NO03-N "5 
TQ .-N '" 260 
Ca. .i 2.3 
h3': Chi.. 
Colifonn no/ 
Scchi disk (N) 7 
SEAk Tm4in DADIA, StI 2flIO]2 A ticrinA;t 
LATE: 1SV75-07-16 
S'N: 32 
m Erm 12m 
Tatperature 16.3 16.2 13.0 
S/o 5.86 5,95 6.13 
02 m/i 10.1 (110) 9.7 (105) -
L'04-P ug/l I 1 3












Chi. a 2.4 
Tlbt Chi 
Coliform no/i 
Scechi disk (in) 6. 7 
01U011AL PAGE IS 
Or PooR QUMT 
DATE: 1975-07-36 
-ST: 32 
Ta'iLerature 16.3 14.9 
S /Co 5.79 5.99 
02 ftq/1 9.9 (108) 9.6 (101) 
mO4-Pt3/i 2 2 




Chli. a 2.8 
Tot cSQ 
Coiform no/i 
Sti-chi disk (m) 6.3 
SEA 'JriJD L=YA,- STitKINi AIcII 1i';LtjU 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
SiN: 35 
0 m 6in 10m 
'uaperature 17.6 
s /(Do .4.76 
102 mg/1 9.9 (;10) 
P04 -P tg/1 2 




ChlJ a " 
Tot Chl " 
Colifonn no/i 
Sccchi disk (O) 3.0 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
SiN 36 
0m 6m 12m 
Tcrtrature. 17.4 
S /o 4.80 
02 n/l 9.7 (107) 
P04 -P ug/1 3 
Tot-P 21 
NH4-N 
N0 9;-N " 
NO3-N 
Iot-N 
i. a " 2.5 
ot Chl 
Coliform no/I 
Sccchi disk (m) 
SEA TRUTH DATA, S1CXKII01I /4CUII-LlACO 
DAT: 1975-07-17 
STN: 37 
0m 6 n 17 n 
T aperature 17.5 16.6 11.8 
S °/o 4.83 5.14 5.44 
U2 m'G/l 9.7 (107) 8.3 (90) 7.7 (76) 
P04-P ug/1 2 1 1 




TOt .- N "1 
Chl. a ' 8.9 
Tot Chl." 
Coliform no/I 
Secchi disk (in) 2.9 
DATE: 1975-07-15 
STN: 38 
0m 6ra 12im 
Tapperature 17.7 
S°/o 4.81 
02 mj/1 9.6 (107) 
. PO4-P ug/l 1 





CI. a " 3.7 
Toc Chl." 
Coliform no/l 
Secchi disk (m) 2.9 




m 4 m 8 m 









P41u/I.1 1 1 
l-P 20 15 17 
N5-N l1o 10 15 
N-N " 5 5 5 
ot-q " 370 330 260 
CUi. a . 6.9 
tot dU 
Colifona no/l 2.5 
Secchi disk (ni) 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
VIU: 4 0 
0m Em 12m 
%fr'iupratore 17.7 
s /00 4.81 
02 lq/. 9.7 (108) 
P04-P ag/i 2 








Secohi disk (n) Z.7 
SEA .TMt2r DATA, SCKiOfvl A.CII:'trAcx. 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
STN: 41 
0m 6m 12 m 
Teiu-rature 17.2 
S /oo 4.89 
o2 Dg/1 9.6 (106) 
PO4-P ug/l 2 





Chl. a " 
'It Chl " 
Woliform no/il 
Secchi disk (ri) 3.0 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
S'M: 42 
0m 6m 12m 
Temperature 16.1 
S /o 5.32 
0 2 mg/1 9.5 (103) 
P0 4 -P ug/l 1 
Tot.-P "18 
NH4N ,, 10 
NO2 -N 
Tot.-N "210 
Chl. a " 4.2 
Tot chl." 
Coliform no/i 
Scochi disk (M) 3.8 
SEA TRUfl] DATA, S'CLyXM' '2i~llA~ ' 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
SIN: 43 
0 m 6 m 12.m 
Tanpuature 16.1 
-S 0/00 5.34 
02 iuq/1 9.4 (101) 









Sccchi disk (m) 3.8 
DATE: 1975-07-17 
STN: 44 
0m 6 m 10m 
Tl!.perature 16.6 
S /co 5.39 
02 lg/l 9.5 (104) 
P0 4 -r ug/1 1 







S cli ujsk (m) 4.1 
SEA TRUTH DATA, S'i0HOI M ARC-1EIxCO 
DATE: 1975-08-04 
S N 3 
0m 2m 6 m


Tfaverature 18.0 16.7 11.8 
S "/oo 2.12 2.95 3.95 
02 nJ/1 10.6 (117) 10.2 (110) 6.5 (63)


PO4-P ug/l 3 5 
Tot.-P " 39 55 
Nl4-N 35 25 
NO2-N " 10 12 
N03-N 165 415 
Tot.-N 700 800 
Chl. a 22.0 28.3 
Tot Chl." 
Cowiform no/l 600 400 2200 







0 m 2 m 6 m


TeTerature 20.6 19.5 11.2


S °/co 3.42 3.68 4.56


02 mg/l 13.5 (157) 12.8 (146)


P04 -P wj/1 3


Ibt-P " " 
 41 
'NH 4-N 260 
N05-N 4 
NO 3-N U 1 
Itbt-N 500 
Chl. a " 28.3 31.9 
Tot cl 
Coliforn no/i 100 200 1100 
Seochi disk (m) 1.1 
SEA TREU2H DAPA, SIWI'iLt 10 AkC[IIll2u.-
DATE: 1975-08-04 
SV: 5 
0m 4m 8m 
T&.nperature 21.0 18.2 11.4 
S °/co 3.84 3.93 4.60 









Colifom no/I 50 50 50 
Secohi disk (m) 1.3 
DATE: 1975-08-04 
STN: 6 
0.m 2 m1i0 
Tenperature 20.8 19.8 8.4 
S °/oo 3.95 3.95 5.30 
02 mg/1 11.9 (140) 12.3 (142) 1.2 (11) 
PO4 -P ug/l 3 




Tot-N " 600 
Chl. a " 18.6 16.7 
rvt Chl" 
Coliforn no/l 
Secchi disk (m) 2.1 







8 m0 mm 
11.7Tuq.prature 21L. 1 19.7 
S 0 /oo 4.09 4.07 4.52 
(140) 12.2 (140) 6.5 (64)02, mg/1 11.9 
15
Pu4-P ug/l 
28Itm.-P " 28 
50165 
133NO20 N 300
'I-N , 1 
450550To--.-m 
h a - 12.0 12.7 
T1 Chl." 
50Colifonm no/1 







0m 2 m 10 m 
Tempecature 20.4 17.4 8.1 
S °/o 3.80 3.84 4.80 
02 ig/1 12.9 (150) 12.2 (135) 5.0 (45) 

















Colifonm no/l 50 200 
 
Scchi disk (in) 1. 5












N1 4-N " 
No2-N " 
NO3-N 





















0m 2m m 
Temperature 20.9 18.7 15.1 
S 0/o 4.06 4.07 4.36 
02 mg/l 12.5 (147) 12.1 (137). 8.6 (90) 
P/ 4 -p ugh 4 
Tot-P " 31 
NH4-N " 165 
NO2-N " 4 
NO3-N " 1 
Tot-N " 650 
Chl. a 21.3 21.2 
Tot Chl " 
Colifomn no/i 50 50 50 
Secahi disk (in) 1 5 
SEA TRUT DATA, SCfaILlM PACilifJrl A./) 
DATB; 1975-08-04 
STN: 16 
0m 2 m 6 m 
Taperature 20.7 19.0 15.5 
S 0 /oo 4.24 4.24 4.40 
02 mg/l 11.0 (129) 10.8 (123) 8.4 (89) 
po4-p ug/l 4 
TIot. -P 11 28 
Nit -N " 50 
NO2-N " 4 
NO3-N " 3 
Tot.-N " 400 
Chl. a 12.4 12.8 
Tot Chl." 
Colifonn no/ 50 50 50 











Mr. G. ENGSTROM 
INSTITUTE of PLANT 30JOOGY 
UNIVERSITY Of UPPSALA 
;EA TRUTH DATA, STOCKHOLM RCHIPELAGO.





Stn. Chl.a Secchi Abs. 480
Stn. Chl.a Secchi Abs. 480 
 
A 8 2.6 .070
A 19 2.3 .143 
 
1.3 .140
B 23 2.0 .174 B 22 
 




D 27 1.8 .233 D 
 
.248
E 29 1.6 .297 	 E 28 1.6 
 
F 13 1.8 .137
F 28 1.4 .310 
 
2.0 .123
G 27 1.5 .343 	 G 11 
 
H 7 2.6 .082
H 	 .278 
 
4 3,0 .037
I 1 2.7 .119 I 
 




K 7 3.4 .067 	 K 
 
5.6 .010
L 2 6.0 	 L 1 
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Sea chart ver the Norh-Westen Baltic (a.ea e) showing

Yb the tr:ack for cntinus meaue of hlorohyll a (dotted. line)~

ilF)0 QPA GEI and. f x d sampling sta in ( fig" e ). July 20,1975. 
57 
SEA TRUTH, THE BALTIC SEA, S. LANDSORT. 
DATE. 1975-07-20 
Sin. So/oo Tot.Chl Chl.a Secohi Phytoplankton 
(ug/) (i) u3i06/i 
blue­ monads diatomees 
-
. Tot. greens dinoflag. 
1 2.4 1.7 
2 1.4 1.1 
3 1.5 1.1 
4 3.0 2.1 
5 2.8 2.0 
6 1.8 1.2 
7 1.9 1.4 
8 1.6 1.0 
9 
10 6.4 .8 6.3 287 155 95 3 
11 6.4 1.3 .8 7.3 449 301 126 32 
Stn. I 6.3 3.3 .8 7.3 177 100 77 11 
II 6.4 2.5 1.6 821 696 73 52 
S 11 6.7 2.7 2.0 6.5 1160 1065 48 47 




































































































































































Stn. S 0/00 tot. chl. chl a Secch± Phytoplankton 
ugli) (M) 
tot, 
( J 106 / 1)
blue­ nonads diatomeds 
greens dinoflag. 
1 6.47 1.3 .6 8.8 117 14 90 13 
2 6.47 .8 .4 143 38 100 5 
3 6.37 .8 .4 112 11 98 3 
4 6.47 .7 .3 9.2 61 14 46 1 
5 6.44 1.3 .6 89 13 71 5 
6 6.47 9.2 120 22 97 1 
7 6.47 2.1 .9 6.5 143 36 98 8 
8 6.33 .9 .5 145 26 121­ 15 
9 6.18 .8 .5 8.6 151 16 131 4 
10 6.04 1.3 .6 178 23 154 2 
11 6.01 1.3 .6 6.8 191 86 100 5 
12 5.86 1.4 .8 359 92 252 15 
-­ 5.89 1.4 .9 6.0 307 44 250 13 
14 5.92 1.5 .9 298 54 232 12 
15 6.15 .8 .6 9.0 133 23 103 6 
16 6.47 20,6 77 124 5 
17 6.19 1.0 .6 8.4 180 24 155 7 
18 6.4-7 8.2 164 15 146 3 
19 6.47 1.0 .5 142 4 136 2 
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Sea Chart showing the track and stations 
for continous sampling of chlorophyll a 
















Stn. S o/oo tot.Ohl. Ohl.a Seochi Phy-toplankton 
(ug/h) (mn) 11106/1 
tot. blue­ monads diatome4s 
gr-eens dinoflag. 
1 6.56 .4 .4 9.3 95 16 76 3 
2 6.58 .9 .7 8.8 276 5 263 8 
3 6.58 .4 .4 9.0 78 7 70 1 
4 6.68 .6 .5 9.0 154 19 129 6 
5 6.74 1.2 .6 163 39 120 4 
6 6.58 .7 .5 9.7 173 11 158 3 
7 6.88 .5 .4 10.5 107 14 87 5 
8 6.85 .6 .3 160 1 145 13 
9 6.88 .4 .3 9.1 111 10 95 5 
10 6.75 .6 .5 9.6 164 1 154 9 
11 6.75 .7 .5 9.6 124 16 104 4 
12 6.40 .7 .7 8.8 151 18. 129 3 
13 6.38 1.4 .7 8.8 145 8 132 5 
14 6.44 1.6 1.2 6.0 300 48 227 25 
15 6.47 1.2 .9 6.0 229 50 147 31 
16 6.40 1.6 1.1 389 46 281 62 
17 6.38 1.9 1.2 301 54 131 26 
18 6.40 2.3 1.3 466 51 365 50 
19 6.44 2.3 1.1 384 44 317 23 







IRIS -"k O AXIS CCOIAR4TOR NN\D NITCRrDNSITC)hETER USING '[10 
DIFPE.REN SCANING PDES 
N. Aslund, N. von Gersdorff, R. Norherg and 
J.A. Nordin 
Physics TV, Royal Institute of Technology,


100 44 STnCKFT0I1 70 
AISTRAC'. IRIS (Image Reading Instrument System), built by SAAB-
SCMNIA in cooperation with Physics IV, KTH, Stockholm, has been 
conceived with the intent of allowing interaction between three 
parties: an operator, a measuring machine and a computer. 
Seen from the computer the photographic plate in IRIS is a read­
only memory, similar to other mass storages. As such it has the 
additional advantage (e,,g. compared with magnetic tape) of allo­
wing simultaneous, random access in two dimensions. At the same 
time it is also available for visual obsorvations, by means of


optical and electronic displays.


To provide for this twofold role of the plate IRIS is equipped 
with two different scanning systems. A small, Tectangular region 
around the measuring point is covered- by means of fast scanning, 
with a repetition frequency fitted to the speed of human apper­
ception. In addition scanning can be performed by moving the 
tables, as is common in most measuring machines. 
The fast scanning allows for visual displays on CRT screens of 
the intensity profiles along two perpendicular directions through


the central measuring point. %breover it supplies the measuring


machine with the information necessary to perform automatic


settings on objects on the plate, e.g. on stars. Further, it


makes it possible for the comnuter to calculate the gradient of


the density distribution, e.g. in order to track equidensity


curves. It also offers the capability of fast raster scanning.


To make -certain a high photometric accuracy IRIS has a calibration 
system which relates all measurements to a scale defined by two 
N. ASLUND ETAL 
separate reference levels. This calibration is synchronized with


the fast scanning and it compensates for changes in illumination,


slit width, PM-tube and amplifier gain. 






An 	 early example of the use of two different scanning systems in 
a measuring machine is given by the so called Spiral Reader. This 
machine was originally built by prof. L. Alvarez at Berkeley to 
measure bubble chamber plates. Here a fast rotating system pro­
vides for an efficient use of the measuring time by allowing a 
desired concentration on the objects of interest. The movement


from one such object to another is accomplished by moving the 
measuring tables. 
The same basic philosophy has been adopted in TRIS. However, IRIS


isa general purpose machine, that can be used to measure any


kind of patterns recorded on photographic plates. Hence the fast
 

scaming has been designed to supply very basic information about 
the density distribution around the measuring point, e.g. the


size and direction of the density gradient. Like the Spiral Reader 
this new machine has been designed to work with a computer.
Further, the idea of making use of interactive procedures has been 
extended and has led to a design, that allows efficient communi­




These objectives sometimes necessitate an unorthodox design, since 
they may lead to conflicting demands. As an example we may take 
the problem of illuminating the plate. To display the plate to the 
operator, a large part of it has to be illuminated. On the other


hand the photometric-readings communicated to the computer should 
not be distorted due to strayli.ght. This raises a demand for a


very small illuninated area. The method chosen in IRIS is to use 
light of different spectral composition for the different purposes.


Another example comes from the demand that the operator and the


machine be close to each other, physically, which isinconflict








In addition there have also been some more general principles


employed in the design work:


1)	To acquire the high accuracy (both in positioning and photo­

metry) rather by automatic calibrations than by large-scale


IRIS - A TWO AXIS COMPARATOR AND MICRODENSITOMEt 
use of 	 high precision components, 
2) To make use of the on-line comnuter as a tool in the process 
of refining the design. 
The design of the machine reflects the cooperative effort of a 
research group and an industry. Thus a basic idea has been to


create * multi-purpose platfom that can be suited to different 
measuring tasks bi modular expansions. This platform comprises
both hardware and softiare. 
The present exposition serves to exemplify how these different


objectives and principles materialize in the machine and in the


use of 	 it. 
Nfl 
Fig. 1. 	 The operator controls the measurements from a console that 
includes both optical and electronic displays. The plate is 
mounted into the machine from behind. The outer cover is 
mechanically isolated from the inner parts of the machine.


Th IW SCANNING SYSTFIS 
The measuring tables, which constitute the slow scanning system, 
are vertical to avoid bending of the plate due to gravitation.

Actual 	 positions of the tables are measured by separate lineardigital encoders. 
(tSINAL PAGE 30 
or POOR QUALuf 
,IRS - A TWO AXIS COUPARATOR AND MICRODENSITOMETER 
images pass either of the two ast scanning devices, which 
effectuate X- and Y-scanning respectively. 
Refocussing can be performed during the course of the measurements, 
by moving the detector assemblies. An unintentional, sidewise


displacement of the slit when doing this will introduce no paral­

laxes, since itwill not change the position of the plate image
 

in-relation to the image of the index mark. Further the imaging












Fig.3. 	 Reference channels for positioning (in the front) and for 
intensity (fiber optics) allow continous comparisons with 
fixed references, The plate is indicated in the figure but


not the measuring tables.


N. ASLUND ETAL. 
An example of the expansion capability of the design is provided
by the index mark. It can be'replaced by a grid of black squares,
which define length scales for the fast scanning motions in the 
X- and Y directions. This makes possible very fast raster scan­

ning with a fixed step length. The first grid produced for this 
purpose has a step length of 25 micrometers.


The second reference channel is for intensity. Once every cycle

of the fast scanning the illmination of the plate is turned off 
by means of a chopper which is synchronized with the movement of 
the vibrating prisms. This defines a reference level for darkness. 
Further, while the illumination of the plate is off, a light pulse
that bypasses the plate is supplied to the detectors. The magni­
tude of the resulting electronic pulse relative to the darkness 
level is compared with a fixed reference voltage. The electronic 
amplification is regulated to keep this magnitude constant. In 
this way drifts, not only in the lamp but also in the PM tube and 
in the amplifier are compensated for. Consequently the PM tube


may be driven with a higher current than normally, since slow 
changes of this tube are of no consequences. This benefits the


dynamic range of the photometric measurements (presently the dyna­
mic range is just below 4 decades).


Since the slit is also included in the chain of elements that is 
encompassed 'by this regulation, the slit width may be changed 
without changing the intensity scale. The optimal slit width can


thus be set very conveniently by operator interaction, since a 
change of the slit will only change the form and not the size of 
the profile on the CRT screen;


PROCEDURES TO TEST AND TO REFINE THE MACHINE 
Interactive procedures have been established to verify and refine 
the merits of the machine as a densitometer and as a comparator.
To test the photometric qualities the operator decides what ob­
jects shall be investigated, e.g. the fields of a gray scale, and 
direfts the machine manually to these objects. The position coor­
dinates are stored, together with the photometric data from the 
X and Y detectors. These latter values are obtained by integrating
the transmitted light over rectangular measuring windows. The one 
side of such a rectangle is determined by how long a part of each 
cycle of the fast scanning the detected signal is integrated. (The
actual .setting is indicated on the CRT screen by a strengthening

of the profile along that portion). The other side is determined


by the width of a preslit.


The computer will take over and repeat the measurements an arbi­

trary number of times. This gives a good opportunity for studying
the effects of different changes of machine parameters on these 




This is also done when testing the machine as a comparator. A 
precision grid plate is measured, and the machine makes automatic 
settings on the crossing points of this grid. This is possible 
since the machine has the ability of setting on the median in the 
X- and Y- direction of any intensity distribution on the plate, 
Aslund (1965). The (re'ctangular) areas of integration employed at 
these settings can be choosen at will. In the present application 
the median setting is used both to make the machine follow the 





During these measurements, which allow a separation of the random


and the systematic errors, the computer also collects data from


different sensors placed at arbitrary points of the machine, mea­
suring voltages or temperatures. A data analysis is performed to


reveal any correlation between the systematic errors observed at 
the measurements on the grid and the changes of these parameters.


In this way it has been possible to trace the main error sources


in the machine and to take appr6priate counter measures. Presently

the environment of the machine is not temperature controlled but 
at night test, with temperature changes within ± 0.5 C, the machine 
has remained stable for several hours within ± 0.5 micrometers.


APPLICATIONS OF THE MACHINE 
One major application project concerns the measuring and evalua­

tion of optical spectra. An interactive procedure is employed,


where the operator decides whether to employ the median setting

procedure or to scan the line. The latter can be done step by step 
or by continuous sweeping. From the identified reference lines the


computer calculates a coarse calibration curve, which can be im­

proved by including more reference lines. Further, from this cali­
bration curve the wavelength (or wave nmber) of a line under in­
vestigation can be displayed imediately, on a data screen. A main 
feature of the procedure is that every determination can be supp­




,Another application concerns the measuring of spectral reflectances


of trees on aerial photographs of forests. The individual trees


are approximated by polygons, defined manually by the operator.
The computer refinds the same tree on other plates, representing


recordings in other spectral regions, e.g. to determine the rela­

tive frequencies of different density values within these polygons. 
The results are presented as histograms on a data screen, and the


aim of the study is to find out what makes it possible for a human 
interpreter to identify different types of trees on anaerial pho­
tograph. The method employed is representative for a basic idea 
of this machine, to make possible conversations between operator, 
computer and machine. 
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Program library for handling and processing of


remotely sensed multispectral data
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A brief user's guide to a system of computer programs for the


handling, processing and analysis of multispectral pictorial data


is presented. The system is being developed at FOA and is imple­

mented on an IBM 360/75 at the Stockholm computer center. Current­

ly the programs are used in pure batch processing with one spe­

cially prepared source deck for every separate application task.


Examples are given of typical combinations of tasks for image ge­










Sdndlista: Fst, FMV, FMV-A, FMV-M, FMV-F, FMV-ENL, MRS, FOA Ck,


Havd I, Havd 2, Havd 4, Havd 5


Havd 3: 300, 355, 314


F6rsvarets forskningsanstalt FOA rapport 
Huvudavdelning 3 D 30055-El 
104 50 Stockholm Oktober 1976 












En kortfattad anv~ndar-handledning av ett datorprogramsystem


fbr hantering, bearbetning och analys av multispektrala bilddata


presenteras. Systemet Kr under utveckling vid FDA och ar imple­

menterat pa en IBM 360/75 vid Stockholms datacentral. Fbr ndrva­

rande anv~nds programmen i ren batch-bearbetning med en speciellt


iordninggjord hAlkortbunt f6r varje tilldmpningsuppgift. Exempel


ges pA typiska kombinationer av arbetssteg f6r bildgenerering och










Sdndlista: Fst, FMV, FMV-A, FMV-M, FMV-F, FMV-BNL, MHS, FDA Ck,


Havd 1, Havd 2, Havd 4, Havd 5

















Description of source deck 7


























































































Grouping of tasks by I/O units 71

















Technological advances during recent years have lead to a need


for research and development of methods in the new field'of com­

puter aidd analysis of pictorial information. An.obvious example


of such a need for unconventional image processing/photo interpre­

tatiorn techniques is the optimal reconstruction of imagery recor­

ded by .nterplanetary space-probes and transmitted in telephoto­

like fashion to earth. Another example is the attempt to extract


earth resources and environmental management information from si­

milar data collected with scanning photometers over a large area


and digitized in such a manner that each ground areal element is


recorded in several discrete wavelength bands of the electromag­

netic spectrum. This report constitutes a brief user's guide of


a system of computer programs being developed at the Image Proces­

sing Section (355) of the Swedish National Defence Research Insti­

tute (FOA) for the handling, processing and analysis of such multi­

spectral pictorial data and implemented on the IBM 360/75 at the


Stockholm Computer Center.'The fact'that the methods are dtill


being developed implies of course that each program description


is only an account of-the current.status of the system rather


than a final documentation product.


A guiding philosophy - so far - has been to work solely in an ext­

reme form of batch processing, viz. using one specially prepared


deck bf punched cards, a so called source deck, for each separate
 

processing task." Naturally the bulk of the'system subroutines are


stored on an internal computer memory to simplify the source deck


handling and to minimize the program initiation and running times.


Occasionally one has to use a subroutine in punched card version


- especially for infrequently recurring tasks, recently completed
 

subroutines or adhoc subroutines being developed to deal with some








One specific feature - unavoidable for the huge volume, multi­
spectral pictorial data considered here -. is the use of an inter­
nal label for every image being processed. It is a must for pro­
gram administration, for simplified data handling and for data­
type-dependent documentation purposes. Currently satellite (LAND-
SAT (4 channels), NOAA/VHRR (2 channels)) and aircraft (Swedish 




The presentation of the program system has been formed as a desc­

riptionof the specific source deck used for each separate task


and with the tasks grouped according to their purpose e.g. data


editing, image generation and so on. In general every separate


task source deck description follows a standard layout:


* short description of what the program does


" computer listing of the appropriate BLOCK DATA








* specification of which subroutines are used


* line printer doaumentation log sheet for the actual run exemp­

lified by the BLOCK DATA.


Note that the second and last points refer to actual computer lis­

tings being inserted in the running text and that all discussions








DESCRIPTION OF SOURCE DECK


A typical source deck (figure 2) consists of punched cards with


the following general structure.
 













Comment card(s) (to be printed on line printer)


The overall program structure is the same in all tasks. A subrou­

tine PILOT calls three different subroutines; TODAYS, LEGEND and


CALLS (figure I). TODAYS prints on line printer the date and LE-
 
GEND the text of the user comment cards at the end of the deck of










Figure 1. The overall program structure.


In most of the tasks a subroutine called TGHEAD prints the input
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Merges and reedits the data from a set of four NASA C(omputer)


C(ompatible) T(ape)s (figure 5) onto a single tape called MERGED


(figuir 6). An'interimh earth rotation rectification is performed.

















































FOUR 9-TRACK, 800BPI CCTs 
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TASK DOCUMENTATION LOG FOR F0A355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCHIVE (76-07-143






 SS-BANDS ON A 9-TRACK 1600 BPI MAGNETIC TAPE LABELLED: MERGED 1039-0938L


SCEN/FRAME 10 CCT SEQ. DATA RECORD BINARY FRAME ID 
 
- BINARY IAT 10 MSS DATA MODE/ MSS ADJUSTED ACTUAL MERGED
SOlO.-I"IlMSUN 
 NUMBER LENGTH SAT.COUE DOD HH MM TS 
 STRIP ID CORRECTION CODE 
 LINE LENGTH RECORDLENGTH "1039-093al0 2 4 3296 1 39 9 38 




EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER SATELLITE NADIR 
 SOLAR POSITION SATIREV. DEFIN. 
 MSS DATA ACQUISITION
DAI; UT LAT LONG 
 LA?
 LONG 




DEGI ORBIT OR IGOLOSTONE


JIAUG12 C N41-21/E01-O0 N N4I-2U/EUI-05 RECORDjNASAGSFC
SUN EL45 ALL43 L43-039- -I- U- NASA ERTS E-1039-0938t- R N­

1039-0938100 
 3 4 3296 1.39 9 38 1 0 0 0 SIIBrL1 0 0OIO0L 32,40 1364031AUG12 C N47-21/EO-O0 N N47-20,EOI-05 
 
- -4 SUN EL45 AZI43 193-0539- -1- 0- NASA ERTS E-1,039-09381- R N­

1039-0936100 4 4 3296 .1. 39 
 9 38 1 0 0 0 
 S11821L1 0 00100111 3240 
 13640
31AUGTZ C N41-ZIIEOII-O0 N N4?-20/EOII-05 
 -: SUN EL45 AZ143 193-0539- -1- 0-
 NASA ERTS E-LO39-09381- R N-

TICK MARK POSITIONS ALONG THE NASA PROOUCEO
4 MAGERY EDGES (SIGNED INTEGER FRACTIONS)
TOP EuDGE 3705 E011-001 -9814 E12-O0I 
-14126 N040-0O0 0 ..,...U 
 0 ..... ,,... " LEFT LEjfE -9446 N04 -OO= 964 
 N06 7-30 113 1 0
N047- O= ."" 
 ."."""" ........ 0 N
PIGHT EDGE 
 -11970 =EO12-30 -7609 =N0647-30 2901 N047-00 
 L3402 N046-300 ...

 0 t.n0....
BOTTOM EDGE 99b2 EOLO-OOI 3U04 ±01I0O-301 -2506 N046-301 -3908 IE i1-00 -1P882 IEOII-30 .06 ---
SIX GROUND POINTS AT EACH END OF EVERY SCANLINE ARE NOT RECORDED IN ALL FOUR WAVELENGTH BANDS. AFTER THE CORIOLIS-EFFECT ADJUSTMENTTHE ACTUAL GROUND AREA IMAGED IN ALL FOUR WAVELENGTH'8ANOS IS HERE CONTAINED WITHIN: I


1. 163) ( 1,3390J TOTAL (LEFT-RIGHi) NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT GROUND POINT LOCATIONS IN 














------------------ /(2-40, 7) (2340,32341 APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF LINES WITHOUT MARGIN ADJUSTMENT ­ i5


THE PAOING PIXELS 1EQUIREt) FOR THE GEOMETRIC RECTIFICA)ION ALL HAVE THE HEXADECIMAL VALUE ffP 
 (I.'E. DECIMAL 2553IN MMGI-Lb2 THE FIRST LINE IS 
 I AND THE LAST 5d6


IN MRUFILE3 Tfid FIRST LINE IS 
 587 AND THE LAST 1112


IN MRGFILE4 THE FIRST LINE IS 1173 AND THE LAST 1758


IN MRLFILE5 THE FIRST LINE IS 












FOR ALL SU6SLENE TAPPIN6S FROM THE MERGED TAPE ONE MUST SPECIFY THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES (BEGINNING AT 1) OF THE LOCATION OF 
 THE
FIRST GROUND POINT ON THE FIRST LINE TO BE TRANSFERRED, THE RANGES FOR LINES AND PIXEL LOCATIONS ALONG THOSE LINES, AS WELL AS






PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING















To solve the problem with only two NASA CCTs, each one containing


two or the four original NASA CCTs. Replicating one of the two








C FOR USE WITH FOA355 TELEGNOSTICS SUBROUTINE LIBRARY



















Nothing to change in BLOCK DATA.








54-REPLIC6 PAGF a 
IMAGE DATA HANDLING ?ND PROCESS ING ARCHIVE
SCENE IOENTIFICAI ION LOG FOR FOA355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL 
 
SCENE/FRAME ID CCT SEQ. DATA RECORD IAT TO BINARY DATA MODE/ MSS ADJUSTED


50D9)-lIHMNmse NUMBER LENGTH CORRECTION CODE LINE LENGTH


1039-0930100 2 4 3296 SI182111 39 3240 
2342 RFCOROS hAVE BEEN REPLICATED




















CATA DDNAME/#SnURCE 3,SINK 0/ 
END 
Nothing to change in BLOCK DATA.








SCENE/FRAME IOENTIFICATION LOG FOR FOA355 LANDSAT NSS BULK CCT ARCHIVE


























SOLAR POSITION SATIREV. 
ELEV. AZIN. DIRINUMB. 
DEFIN. 
PRED. 
MSS DATA ACQUISITICN 
DIRECTIALASKA 
DEGI ORBIT DR IGOLDSTONE 
31AUG72 C N68-O5/EO25-54 N N68-C3/E026-o0 SUN EL30 AZ67 204-0539- -1­ 0- RECORD INASAGSFCNASA ERTS E-1039-09315- R N­
2342 RECORDS HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED 










Transfers the 256 bytes label, reedited, and the selected chan­

































DATA LINE1,LINES,LOCUSI,LOCI,MSSB/ 239, 5L2,1689, 512,4,5,r/














DATA DSNANE/'STAIIBRG'/ Name of the window transferred. Is


given by the user.








DATA LISTEP,LOSTEP/1,l/ 	 LISTEP=l and LOSTEP=l means that


every-line and every pixel along







Subroutines in this task: 
NRGTAP (BYTINT,.INTBYT) 
ORIGINAL PAGE lb 




TASK POCUMENIATION LOG FOR 







 1039-09361 MSSYCI SUOSCENE FROM MERGED 1600 BPI MAGNETIC rAPE


EXTRACTION OF SELECTED MSSBANDS


SCENE/FkAMFGIL EXPOSURE SCENY CENTER CCTS MERGED MSS DATA MODE/ ACTUAL MERGED 
SDLL'-HHMMSDN DATE; UT LA LONG CORRECTION CODE RE CORDLENGTH
1039-)3810 31AUG72 C N47-21/EOI-OD 0 2 3 4 0010I111 13640 
INPUT DATASLT SUBSCENE: LINEL LINES LOCUSI LOCI OF MSSBAJDS


N472EILO 1 2340 
 1 3396 4 5 6 7 
SELECTED SUBSCENE: 239 
 512 169 512 SAMPLED EVERY' I LINE AND EVERY I LOCATION, THUS YIELDING THE


OUIPUI SUIMAGE: STARNBRG 239 512 1689 512 4 5 D 7


STARNBFRGtR SEE AND SURROUNDINGS


SUMNER-SCHODL ALPBACH 1916 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REMOT SENSING 

WORAkSHOP 4A: OIGITAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 




Transfers selected channels of a LANDSAT'window'from a tape with


data in original NASA CCT format. An interim earth rotation recti­










































OF pOOR QUAM 
929-CCTAP PAGE 147 -, 






SCENE/FRAME ID CCT SEQ.t, DATA RECORD BINARY FRAME ID BINARY IAT ID MSS DATA MODE/ HSS ADJUSTED CORIOLISRECT
SDD-HHMMSBN NUMBER LENGTH SAT.CODE DOD HH MM rS srRIP i CORRECTION CODE LINE LENGTH LINE LENGTH


L039-0938LOD 2 4' 3296 1 39 9 38 1 0 0 0 SI1BIL D, 00100111 3240 3396


EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER 
 SATELLITE NADIR SOLAR POSITION SATIREV. DEFIN. MSS DATA ACQUISITION


DATE; UT LAT LON( LAT LONG ELEV. 
 AZIM. DIR INU$B. 0RED. DIRECTIALASKA







3LAUGY2 C N47-21/EO1L-00 N N47-2D/EO11-0S SJN EL45 42143 193-0539- -1- 0- NASA ERTS E-1039-09381- R N-

TICK MARK POSITIONS ALONG THE NASA PRODUCED IMAGERY EDGES (SIGNED INTEGER FRACTIONS)

TOP EDGE 370 EOLL-OoI -9814 EO12-OOj -L4iqb N'8-O4 a ""Q"""" 0 ........ 0 ."",.,, 
LEFT EDGE -9446 N048-O0= 964 N047-30= L1371 N041-00= o "w"."'' 0 m mp 0 NWNNNN.h 
RIGHT EDGE -11970 =E12-30 -7609 =N047-30 2901 N00-03 1342 N046-30- 0 . 0 Wfl**.lflS 
BOTTOM EDGE 9962 E01O-OI 3040 EO1O-301 -2606 N046-301 -3908 IEDII-00 -10882 IEOII-30 0 W*I.lhIM 






PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING















A window is transferred from a CNES75-tape to disk or tape. Also






C FOR USE WITH FOA355 TELEGNOSTICS SUBROUTINE LIBRARY 
REALB DODNAME,DSNAME 




DATA DDNAME/CCNESTAPE', CNESCENE ',*DATASETO'/ 
END 
DATA DSNAMEI'LARSTVKN'/ Name of the window transferred to


disk or tape. Optional 8 alfanumeri­

cal characters given by the user.



















SCENE IDENTIFLCATION LOG FOR' FOA155 MUITILAYER DITGITAt 
 IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCHIVE 
SCENE IDEN71FICATION REG. CATE UT HH MM SS MS


SU75030A LARSTAVIKEN 04/07/75 12 7 34 158



































































TASK DOCUMENTATION LOG FOR FDA355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCHIVE (76-09-06) 
L AN OS AT: 
SCENE/FRAME 10 EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CORIULISRECTIFIED


S000-tIMMSON QATE; UT LAT LONG CCT(SJ; LINE LENGTH


1330-0952340 IBJUN73 C N58-41/EO12-23 1 2 3 4 12968


INPUT UATASET SUBSGENE: LINEj LINES LOCUS, LOCI OF MSSBANDO






LEVELCOUNTED SUBSCENE: 1216 20 1461 53 4 0 0 0


ACCUMUL. PIXEL GRAY I 50 100 PER MILL 
COUNT CO0UNT LEVELl .. . . . I 1IIIII . . . 
CO7 CON LEI ---------------- -- ----------------------------- I------------------- ----------------.- ------­7 1 16 I%..= 
71 64 17 j 	 - = = - - - -- ­
155 	 84 18 	
­
168 	 13 19 "= = - : : 
205 	 31 20 =


au a[ v-====-========----.. ==============================


359 	 60 2 





5q6 lof 2'. 




(2? 	 99 26I 
439 11 1 I------------------------------------------=== 	 = ==­ - - -0U1 62 28I 
980 	 30 301-------------------------=== 

1,)12 32 31 == = ==------------­

1022 10 3z ­

1131 9 33 j


lj41 10 34 j-------­

1>.? 6 35 ­
 %.
1047 0 3o 
 %,104,9 2 37 %Z1055 6 38 
z055 0 39 




loj 2 42 =








1060 1 45 I


RELATIV PE IU - -------------- - -	 I .-------I 








The program selectively counts pixel graylevels within a chosen


window and displays a histogram. In one of the channels an inter­

val is specified by the user. For pixels in this channel with


grayl vels within the imterval a histogram is computed. For the


corresponding pixels in other channels histograms may also be


displayed. Another option is to give a matrix consisting of zeroes


and ones. The matrix gives a mask of ones marking the pixels to

















C SELECT=O (FOR USING THRESIIOLDS) 
C 
C 
SELECT=1 (FOR USING 'MASK') 














CONMQN/VEK/SELECT,MASK(x) x must not be smaller than LOCI*LINES.


DATA SELECT/0/ SELECT=0 For thresholds.
 







DATA MASK/l,0,2*l,...,l,l/ If SELECT=1, punch 1 if the pixel


shall be counted otherwise 0.
























DATA THRSH1,TURSH2,MSCNR/13,18,5/ TIRSHI=13 The lower threshold.


THRSH2=8 The higher threshold. 
MSCNR=5 Number of the threshold 
channel. 









IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PRICEsSING ARCHIVE (76-09-15)





SCENE/FRAME ID EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CDRIOLISRECTIFIED 
SDOD-HHMMSHN DATE; UT LiT LONG CCTtS): LINE LENGTH 
1043-0957400 04SEP72 C N58-33/FOIL-14 0 2 3 4 3358 
INPUT DATASET SUBSCENE: LINEL LINES LOCUSt LOGI OF MSSBANDS


KROPPEFJ 507 256 2432 256 4 5 6 7


LEVELCOUNTED SJBSCENE: 754 14 2639 12 0 5 0 0


52 103 PER MILLACCUMUL. PIXEL GRAY I 
COU4T COUNT LEVLI --------- I --------- I--------- I ------- I-------- I -------- I -------- I --------- I--------- I -------- I I 
8 8 13 I MI::: 
33 25 14---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­227 PER MILL


60 27 15-------------------------------------------------------- I----------------------- - ---------- 245 PER MILL 
22 PER MILL85 25 16 1------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------­
106 21 17-------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------- %- 190 PER MILL 
110 4 18 -------------------- ...-----------







Causes a window to be..symbolcoded. Every graylevel gets a selec­

































DATA CD/15 ' , 1*1,1t2,l*3,,*4,*,l* ,lt*,l*,I8*,o


2 	 ,1B' 	
j*9t 'l'g l*'C L*,1 * ',1*F'*G IiI


3 1*1 *p,1*J ,14''K', t'1 	 ,'tN,0 *ipm' Q. ,'R 
 *SSt 













DATA CODE/15 ' ',1*'1' ,... Means that the 15 first graylevels 
.2 '/ are 'printed' with blanks, the 
next with '1' etc. CODE must have 
256 values. (I*'u' is the same as 






707-FOA356 PAGE 8 
DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCHIVE (76-09-06)




SCENE/FRANE IC '.EXPOSURE SCENE.CENTER ORIGINAL CDRXOLISRECTIFIED 

SDDD-HHMMSBN DATE; UT LAT LONG CCT(S): 
 LINE LENGTH 

1330-0952300 18JUN73 C N58-41/E012-23 1 2 3, 4 12968 

I NPUT 	 DATASET SUBSCENE: [[NEl LINES LOCUgt LOCI OF MSSBANDS 
N584E122 120 12 13 128 4 5 6 7 
GRAYLEVEL-CODEC SUBSCENE 1216 20 - 1461 53 4 0 0 0 

7A7?97677779AAo999k77DAE&DEEA99ELOHEDAADAAHHDO 
86 BA377b6877778AA8dbADb6bT 'DIGGDADKQGEE EEDDEGE EHDO 
L LdSbB939b6669CB89d6;8bb9 S9bB966S93BIdIBEEEFECB ,INIF 
BC87B368667767BCBAb777dd873843b7CHJHCBDFCCCBBJTF 


















0 GRAYLEVEL 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115' 125 
KEY: 1234D678SAbCOEFGH[JKLMNOPQRSUV 









Computes mean, standard deviation, covariance and correlation.


The--correl-ation coefficients-may ats-o he illustrated graphically.


One can choose an interval in one channel within which one wants








C FUR USE WITH F3A355 TELFGNOSTICS SUROUTINe LIdRhRY
]NtEGER2 I AAGrNUANvE 
4INTEGE*2 THRSHI,THRSir,MSCN-


























1&TA THkSH TH;SH2,143MCR/15, 2n,5/


















DATA KOMPS/3/ Number of channels.


DATA THRSHl,TRRSH2,MSCNR/15,20,5/ THRSHI=l5 The lower threshold.


THRSH2=20 The higher threshold.


MSCNR=5 Number of threshold chan­

nel. 
Accordinly, the only pixels which


will be processed in the selected


channels are those pixels which














DATA DISPLA/'DO '/ DISFLA='DO ' causes a graphic


display of the correlation'coef­




















ofGTINu.AL PAGE lb 




TASK OJCUME41tATIDN LUG FOR FOA3 5 MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE 




SC=NE/RAE ID 2XrOSUR SCIN4 CENTER OPIGINAL CORIOLISRECTIFIED


SDUD-HIM4B DATC; JT LAT LJNG CCT(S?: LINE LE'GTH


1,;39-0lV3dIDO 21,0UGe C 447-21/EulI-r' 0 2 3 4 3396


INPUT DATAS'T SUBSC:IvE: LINEI LINES L3CUS1 L]CI IF 4SSAAN)S

ST6RNPRG 239 512 
 1689 512 4 5 0 7


S FLLI CD SUaCENG: UJ-A, 566 b 1961 16 4 5 0 7

DNLY P[X)(LS WITHIN THE INTFRVLL 1 15- 2, MSSLAND 5) HAVE BSEN USED


* srIMArrD MEUN AN SIANUAD OEVIATI.JN VECTOPS:


4 2,374135+'1 7.1 ?219d-.1


5 Lo7i22-7c4+1 1.5ja(-9 + J


3FIM foD CGVAAIAN'E (LIAbCNAL AND UPPLR RIGHT) AN[) COPPELATION (LOWER LEFT) MATRICES: 
4 5 7

4 5. 14.4-1biS- 12.94-) 
I e. 5b4 733-' 1 P.l7b5,,- , [.17o5!5C+Mk 



































4: 50C - 6,-, N)NCMTS
5: 6At - 7Ch, N,-hMETFS 
6! 70) - auC NANjJETERS 












Prints pixel intensity in hexadecimal form of one or several chan­

nels. Optional versions of subroutine MSSDAT allow lumping in groups


of all selected channels for each pixel (example 1) or all pixels

























































































TASK DOCUMEbTATION LOG FOR FOA355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL 




SCENE/FRAME ID EXPOSURE 
 SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL COR!OLISRECTIFIED


SDOD-HH4MSBN DATE; UT LAT LONG CCTLSI: LINE LENGTH 
1330-0952300 IJUN73 C N58-41/OI2-23 1 2 3 4 3240 
















4 5 6 7 
4 5 6 7 
14081COF 15DC1E10 LO50CIEI 
15OCCIO 150CICLO 140CLCOF 1'OBIAOF I5OCLF13


I400ICOF 140DCIo 160EiCoF 
16001tI 14ODrCOF 14 bil9o L40B180P 15001COF







50DZO12 150CID10 I4OCIBOF 1400180F I4OCIBOf 15001DIL


150BIDII IOCI01 15DBIFIL LSOSLFLL 150B1011 150C1FIL 15081D1 L4BIF














SCENEIFRAME ID EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CaRIOLISRECTIFIEO


SDOD-HHMMSBN DATE; UT LAT LONG CCT(SJ: LINE LENGTH


1039-0938100 31AUG72 C N4?-21/EOII-0O 0 2 0 0 3396

























4 5 6 7 
4 5 6 7 


















 0DDOODE13 131BIDID1SI71&131 I5181F2A232330 OFOELOLIODOCflL 3EOBOCLUBLOLB8


















1 141613 OBOBOBOBCODODOOCOCOKOBBOOOE3 IF1AIBIBIAZLXF1DIBLBBLBDlDlFL5 lOODOEOFOE13II)DFOF1DDFOF121008
1413141't131414414 





 17IAIQCIFIAI619IA1lE225EUL 19LE ODOFOE12140EOC))OFIZ151612OE0ElI
 
13121313131313141414131414131314 












PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING















Plots 2-dimensional projection(s) of the distribution of the pi­





















































SCET4,E/FRAS ID EXPOSURE SCENE CENTER OPICINAL COPTOLISRECIIFIED


SDOD-HFNMISBN OATE; UT LAT LONG CCTSI: LINE LENGTH


1330-0952300 18JUN13 C 45S-4t/O12-2 1 2 3 I 3358


INPUT DATASET SUDSCEtE; LINEI LINES tOCUSi LOCI OF MSSBANDS


N{ROPPEiFJ 107) 256 1348 256 4 5 6 7










































































DATA NUANCE/19*9,2*8,2*7,6,...,226*I/ The pixels having one of the


19 lowest digital values (0, 
d.i ,irLJ.' 1qpi,...,18) get the printer gray-
LCt?.'Aii') "'f; "level 9 (corresponding to black), 
the next two get printer grayle­
vel 8 etc. The last 226 values 
get printer graylevel 1 (white). 
NUANCE must have 256 values. 
DATA LINEK,... See the description of the source 
deck. 
DATA LINER8,LISTEP,LOSTEP/'EACH',l,l/ If LINER8 has not been assigned


the value 'EACH' an 'interpola­

tion' reduction of the number


of output lines is performed to


compensate for the rectangular







If LISTEP=l and LOSTEP-1, every









Subroutines in this task:














TASK UOCUMENIATICN LOG FJR FOA355 






SCENE/FRAME I EXPOSURE 
 SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CORIOLISRECTIFIED
SDDD-HHrMSBN DATE; ur 
 LAT LONG CCT(SJ; LINE LENGTH


1330-095Z300 [8JUN73 C Nbd-41/EO12-23 1 2 3 4 12968


INPUT DATASET SUBSCENE: LINEE LINES LOCUS) LOCI 
 OF MSSBANO
N584EI22 1201 128 138 128 5 6
LINEPRINTFR SUBSCENa: 1216 20 1461 53 4 
 0 0 0 EVERY I LINES, EVERY 1 LOCI


DUE Ti THE SELECTED LINERAT6 "EACH-I THERE WILL BE 
 20 LINES AND 53 LOCI IN THE LINEPRINTER IMAGE


DATA NUANCE/ [94 9, 2* 8, 2 7, 1* 6, 1* 5, Z* 4, 1* 3,










EIBAAAAOeImg yA6AAE8O6asAseAAammBAA ALAAAII A





Be1 I- ess6esase Emhs"NmE3B- -11 is- 11








-MAAAAIIIIA.. AAAI AAAAAaSBe eAaA38Smuemmu|mIm|eua,,A AAAAALIl IA 
LAI 1eeLflerflGQe hI I HmmmaHamuaA LAAAA---

L681I1Il~teaea imamfiausamhamanlowe16­
lE--eeeeeiesasi leI- |fiuafhm|hmi@ll-1011- -11--





















Generates a window on the microfilm plotter with use of the 16



















































DATA NUANCE/ll25,...,235*l0/ 	 The 11 lowest values a pixel can


have get the plot graylevel 25,


the next get plot graylevel 24


etc. NUANCE must have 256 levels.


DATA LISTEP,LOSTEP,DASH/4,3,10./ 	 Each input pixel will be repre­

sented by a 4*3(LISTEP*LOSTEP)







DASH=l0. The length in input pi­

xels of a line segment and of the
 

gap in the dashed line used as a



















TASK D3Z'JMENTATION LOG FOR 




SCENE/FlAME ID EXPOSURE 
 SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CJRIOLISRECTIFIED
SDDD-.-IMMSGN DATE; Ji 
 LAT LONG' CCT[S): LINE LENGTH
1039-)938100 31AUG72 C N47-21/EO11-0 
 0 2 3 4 3396


INPUT DArASET SUbSCENE: 
 LINI LINES 
 LOCUSI LOCI OF MSSBANOS
STARNBP, 
 239 512 168) 512 4 5 0 7
HICRDFILMED SUBSCENE: 
 239 512 1689 512 
 3 5 0 3







SUMMER-SCHlODL ALPBACH 1976 
P ACTJC&L APPLICATION OF fElOTE SENSING 











Generates a color image on paper or transparency using one or


more of three possible ink colors. Presently the image is gene­

rated on tape at the Stockholm Computer Center and sut equehtly
 

imaged at FOA 355. Colors can be assigned as an object identifi­

cation color code (example 3) or as intensity modulated false


colors for up to three separate wavelength band images (example
 

4). The three base colors used are yellow, magenta and cyan -"


uspally in that order for increasing wavelength of the multispec­

tral band imaged since the color mixing is of the so called sub­

tractive type. Resulting color mixtures - in theory - using no


ink (0) and full (15). ink intensity are as indicated in table 1.








Y N C ­
ink image color 
0 0 0 white 
15 0 0 yellow 
0 15 0 magenta 
intensity 0 0 15 cyan


15 15 0 red


15 0 15 green


0 15 15 blue 























































OATA DON60 /'DATASETT','DATASETI','DATAS/I' ,'IKIMAGE'/


ORIGINAL -PAGE lh 
OF POOR QOALITY 
46 
DATA MSSY,MSSC,MSSM/6;3,9/ 	 MSSY=6 Channel 6 is yellow.


MSSC=3 Channel 3 is cyan.


MSSM=9 Channel 9 is magenta.














DATA LISTEP,LOSTEP,DASII/6,6,10./ Each input pixel will be repre­

sented by a 6*6(LISTEP*LOSTEP)







DASH=l0. (has presently no func­

tion in this task).








388-INKJETS PAGE 8 
TASK D3CUiENT4TICN LOG DR F3J355 HULTILAYE; DIGITAL IMAE& DATA H&4DLI'G AD PROCESSING 
ARCHIVE I76-07-16) 
MSS-75: 
SCENE IOENTIFIZATION AEG. DATE UT HH MM SS MS 
SU753304 LApSrAVIKr 34/3T/75 12 7 34 158 
INPUT DATASET SUBSCEJE: LINEI LINES LOCUSi 
LAtSTVKN 1315 183 257 
SUBSCENE SELECTED F'OR YELLOA 1315 183 Z57 
DATA NUA'CE/ 5*tb, 1*14, 113. 1*12, 1*11, 1*10, 








3 3 3 ! 
45s 6 
5 6 7 3 9 11 -
30 
INPUT DWTASfT SLJtSCENE: 
LAISTKN 
SUBSCENE SELECTED Fir. CY&N 






1* 7, 1* h, 
LINES LOCUSI LOCI 
183 257 132 
183 257 132 
1*12, 1*11, 1*11, 10 9, 
1* 5, 1* 4, 20 3. 4* 2.,I 
OF HS3BANOS 
J 0 3 4 
MSS 3 
5 6 7 9 9 13 
0 
INPUT DATA5=T SUrKCmNF: LIN=t 
LARSTVKt­ 1315 
SUBSCEN5 SELEZTiD Fi,& MCWN 1315 
DATA NUL'Jt/ t*Ii, 1*14, 1*3 
2 &S t, 20 1. 41 A, 

















3 3 a 6 
'45 3 
5 6 7 3 9 11 








To do a color image of onr4oe channe% of a classified image 
(wi-th type objects identified by numbers) e.g. a 4 x 4 window: 
0121 
7 10 10 3


1 1 10 3


5 5 10 10


We want the digital values to correspond pairwise to a specific


color, 0 and 1 (blue), 2 and 3 (green), 4 and 5 (yellow), 6 and


7 (red), 8 and 9 (light red) and 10 (black).


According to table 1, blue is a combination of magenta and cyan.


Using full ink intensities digital level 0 and 1 must have no yel­







Digital value Ink color


Y M C 
Blue 0 0 15 15
1 0 15 15 
2 15 15 0 

Green 3 15 15 0 

4 15 0 0 
Yellow 
 5 15 0 0 

Red 6 15 0 15 

7 15 0 15 





 19 7 0 7 

Black 10 15 15 15 Every column must con-

White 11-255 0 0 0 sist of 256 values 

























Do as if simultaneously generating three black and white line


printer images (task FOA 355) and put them together in NUANCE.


In NUANCE the channels must be ordered as in the variables MSSY,


MSSM, MSSC by which one assigns desired channel numbers to the


appropriate ink color. (Note that the colors in the exemplifying












Transferral of a window from disk dataset-p tape for-subsequent


display on the Ramtek TV-monitor. The Ramtek system allows gene-"


ration of so called pseudocolor or false color images (color mi­

xing by the additive principle).,


-BLOCK.DATA - . • 



































DATA LINEl,... See the description of the source 
deck. 
DATA LISTEP,LOSTEP,DASH/l,l,10./ Each input pixel will be repre­
sented by a 1*1 (LISTEP*LOSTEP) 
matrix of output pixels of uni­
form intensity, i.e. one input 
pixel gives one output pixel. 
(DASH=IO. has presently no func­
tion in this task.) 









SCENE IDEITIFICATTCN LOG FCR FOA355 MSS-75 MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCFIVE


SCENE IDENTIFICATION REG. DATE UT HH MM SS MS


I A K 0 K E.


INPUT Q4TAS.T SUBSCENE: LTNEI LINES LOCUSt LOCI OF MSSBANOS


SU75010A 1390 600 153 300 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 8 fl TO 
RAMTFK B/W SUBSCENE:OATASE7U 1390 6C0 L50 300 0 0 () a 5 0 0 0 0 A 
FbGH DR1INCM PIXEL PLOTTEr S A UNIFORM 1* 1 RAMTEK PIXEL MATRIX. THE RAMTEK iMAGS THEREFORE HAS 6V0 LINES AND 30. LqcI 












Move a window from a disk dataset to another disk dataset. The















COMMON/ITGLIB/DSNAME,LINEI,LINESLOCUSILOCI ,MSSBI 1O) 
DATA LINFI,LINES, LOCUSI,LOCIMSSB/115O,20,1250,40,5,7/ 
DATA ODNAME/DATASETI ',DATASETO'/ 
DATA SELECTl'COMPRESS'/ 









































DATA SELECT/'COMlRESS'/ If SELECT='CO14PRESS', every value


will be divided by two.



























1 2 3 4 
LINE LENGTH 
3240 
































Calculate the difference or the sum between two channels. For


other expressions one must insert the appropriate program state­


































































































































DATA LINEI,... 	 See the description of the source 
deck. 




SIGN '-' or '+'.


/7,'-',5/ means therefore channel






oF pOOR QjXLM 









TASK DOCUMENTATION LOG FOR FOA355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE nATA HANDLING AND 






SCENE/FRAME IO EXPOSURE 
 SCENE CENTER ORIGINAL CORIOLISRECTIFIED
SDDD-HHMMSBN DATE; UT LAT 
 LONG CCT(SI: LINE LENGTH




INPUT QATASET SUBSCENE: 




 128 1240 200 
 4 5 6 7
MSSDATA SUBSCENE 

























































DATA DSNAMIE/'N584E122'/ DSNANE is the name of the scene


to be classified (constructed in


a prescribed manner from the geo­

graphic coordinates - here NSS­

41/EO12-23 - for the scene center).











MSCMIN Lowest channel number.


MSCMAX Highest channel number.


DATA KOMPS/3/ 	 -KOMPS Number of channels.








Subroutines in this task: 
BYT INT 
0u11_ V TuF 






IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSI'NG ARCHIVE (76-09-14l
TAS.NIDOCUMENTATION LUG FOR F0A355 MULTILAYER DIGITAL 
 
INITIATING TYPE-CLASS TRAINING-LIBRARY FTLE:N584EI22












Stores original digital data from type-objects for further use in


maximum likelihood classification. The type-object does not have


to be rectangular, not even connected, but can be any number of


arbitrarily formed areas chosen by using mask(s) or produced by












































COMMON/LAOSaM/YAROI 3),LI ST(.3LAQSFC(3,6) ODNAME(10)

C 
C SELECT=o (FOR USING'THRESHOLOS3 
C SELECT=I (-OR IJS'N, MASK) 
C OfJI R=NUMBER OF TIlE TYPE-OJECT TO BF ENTERED 
C AREANR[JUIaER Q THE VYPE-OBJECT SUBAREA TO BE ENTERED 
C COIESI (NEW TYPE-CLASS AND NEW AREA) 
C CODE=2 (NEW REA) 
C CODE=3 (DCEITE 4N AREA)













DATA OBJNIIEtobJrR?,AREANR, CODE/'P IMF ',5,2,?/


DATA LI NEI , TN S, 1CUI ,LrCt ,MSS/1297, 4,1453, 4,4,q,7/
DAflA TI SHI ,THRSIA,MCN/L),2b 5,4/ 










COMMON/PIXEL/PIXEL(x) x must not be less than LINES*


*LOCI* (number of channels).








SELECT=l For mask (punched matrix


of zeroes and ones).
 

ORIGINAL PAGE L" 
OF pOOR QUA2JY 
60 
DATA MASK/5*1,0,1,0/ 
	 If SELECT=l, punch 1 if the pixel


shall be counted, otherwise 0.
































 Number of the type-object

















 Delete an area.


CODE=4 - Delete a type-object.

DATA LINEl,..." 





DATA THRSHI,THRSH2,MSCNR/0,255,4/ THRSHl=0 The lower threshold.


THRSF2=255 The higher threshold.


MSCNR=4 Number of the channel.


With these threshold parameters


all pixels within the selected win­













0-34-TYPFLIB PAGF a 






SCFNr/FRAME ID EXPOSURE SCFNE CENTER ORIGINAL CORIOLISRECTIFIED 
SDfD-HHMMSBN DATE; UT L4T LONG CCT(S): LINE LENSTH 
1330-0952300 18JUN73 C N58-41/F012-23 1 2 3 4 3358 
INPUT DATASST SUBSCFNF: LINEl LINES LOCUSI LnCI OF MSSBANDS 
KROPPCFJ 1073 256 1348 256 4 5 6 7 
TYPE LIBPAPY: N584FI22 4 5 0 7 DBJS: 5 KOMPS: 3 
OBJFCT PIXELS 0BJFCT tRtAS LI lFt LINES LOCUSI LOCI THPES- THRES- THRESHOLD PIXELS APEA


NAME *KOMPS NUMPF 	 HOLD 1 HOLD 2 BAND *koMp's NUMBER


CLFARC73 12q 1 1 	 1301 9 1467 a 22 25 4 129 1 
CLEARC72 66 2 1 	 1292 4 1445 8 22 24 4 66 t 
REGROWil 69 3 1 	 1303 6 1480 5 22 26 7 69 1


RFGPOWI6 60 4 1 1302 5 1475 5 18 23 7 60 1 
PINF 96 5 2 	 1291 4 1483 4 0 255 4 48 1 
1297 4 1453 4 0 255 4 48 2 



















































DATA DSNAME/'N584EI22'/ DSNAHE is the name of the scene


to be classified (cf. TYPEHEAD).











KOMPS Number of channels.


DATA MSSB/4,5,7/ MSSB(l),... Selected channel numbers.








246-KEYIIEAD P-G E' 8


TASK DOCUEHTATI GN LUS FOR POA3 5 MULTILAYER DIGITAI IMAGE DATA IANDLING AND PROCESSING NRCHIVE (76-09-14)


INITIATING TYPE-CLASS KEY-LIBRARY FILE:N5B4EI22












Evaluates initial type-object statistics quantities in a library













































C COMNN/W4RKIN/SPACE (6*KOMPS*KOMPS58*KOMPSI 
CQM'MN/W1FKINISPACE(680) 
C ORJNMF=THF ACTUAL IBJECT NAME(S) OF THE TYPE-OBJECT(S) TO BE PROCESSED 
C NROBJ-NIJMRC nF TYPE-OBJECT(S) TO RE STATISTICALLY PROCESSED 
C OBJFC=THE ACTUAL O$JECT-NUMBER(SJ OF THF TYPE-OBJEST(S) IN THF TYPE-LIBRARY 




























'FINE '/ OBJNNE(1), ... Names of the type­
- objects:to be processed. 









(increasing values) of the







OBJNME(l), ... must correspond to








DATA EPS,ITERS/I.D-08,20/ EPS Criterion'of interruption. 
ITER8 Number of iterations in 
DATA DELETE/'PINE 'i 
eigenproblem calculations. 
Tf 'PINE ' exists as a type­
class in KEYLIB, it will be dele­
ted before any possible further 
processing is started. 













 LINEI LINES LOCUSt LOCI
INPUT TYPELI N584L122 OF MSSBANDS
0 ( 3 4 5 0 7 0 0 0TYPE-OBJFCT AREA(S): 1291 4 1483 
 4 0 0 0 4 5 0 7 0 0 0 

Lzq 4 1453 4 














7 2.451172F-01 1.162109E-O1 1.44336E+00


THE EIG NPRORLE, CPLCULAFIiS D[SCOt4TNUtO AFTER 20 ITERATIONS Ok WHEN 1Ff < 1.00-38 IN THE SEARCH FOR A ROOT OF FHE eIGENFUNCTION F 








 3. 71744E-01 1.610801F-01










7 -2.78100tD-11-6.P751250-1 3 1 .0)OOOO0+) 
ETCGNVALU S CP TH' !NTt&CLA S rISP5SON MATRIX:1.5528437+00 9. 5 3 21 7 1 -OI 3.19135O-ol 






MAXIMUm LTKEL!H4rO CLASSIFIER INITIAL 
 TRAINING: EVALUATION OF TYPE-CLASS STATISTIC3 QJANTITIES F)r 
THE N584EI22 KEY LIBRARY

THE NUMBEq 9P REPPESENTaTVS FXTRACTED FROM THE SCENE 3EJECT TYPIFYING THIS CL4SS IS 32






THE N584E122 KFYLIR NOW CINTAII5 



















































































DATA EPS,ITER8/l.D-08,15/ EPS Criterion of interruption














ORIGINAL PAGE lS 




TASK DOOUMENTATION LOG FOR FOA355 'MULTILAYER DIGITAL IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PRJCESSINIG AICLIVF (16-09-14)


























7 4.247396Et00 I.142282F+00 1.573882E+O1


THE EIGENPR3BLEM CALCULATIONS DISCONTINUED AFTER 15 ITERATIONS OR WHEN IF] ( 1.30-38 IN THE SEARCH FOR A ROOT OF. THE EIGENFUNCTION F 
EIGENVFCTOR MULTIPLICATION CHEC< = UNIT MATRIX (LOWER DIAGONAL PART): 
4 1.0000000+00 
5 -3.570417D-13 1.000000D+00 
7 -4.828074D-13-3.094996D-12 1.3000000+30 
EIGENVALUES OF THE TRANSFORNFD OMIT-CLEARC73 DISP9RSION MATRIX: 
2.212044F+01 4.771733E+O0 1.158403F+00 
EIGENVECTOR MULTIPLICATIDN CHIC< = UNIT MATqIX (LOWER DIAGONAL PART):
4 1.0303000+30 
5 -1.077068D-11 1.0000000+00 
7 -1.3877790-16 1.2528230-11 1.OOOOOOD+00








EIGENVECTOR MULTIPLICATION CHPC< = UNIT MATRIX (LOWER DIAGONAL PART): 
4 1.OOOOOO+00 
5 3.759877D-13 1.OOOO00D+00 
7 -4.188924D-14-1.095284D-11 1.O000000D+0 
FIGENVALUES OF THE TRANSFORMED OMTT-REGROWI1 DISPERSION MATRIX: 
2.09307E+01 1.003754E+01 8.905035E-01 
























7 -4.830336D-11 1.O1184OD-l0 1.O0000OD+O9








THE N584E122 KEYLIB CONTAINS 5 TYPECLASSES WITH APPROPRIATE STATISTICS QUANTITIES EVALUATED AND READY FOR USE I CLASSIFICATIONS











Maximum likelihood classification of a selected window using the































BLOC(STZE OF THE CATALIGED KEYLI3 DATASET




















DATA LINEL,LINESLnCUSILOCI ,SSB/1201, I2,144,t128.4,5T/












DATA BOUND/2.0/ 	 Usihg 2.0 standard deviations per

























F3A355 MULTILaYEI DIGITAL IMAGE DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING ARCHIVE t76-09-14)





SCENE/FR#ME ID -EXPOSURE SCFNE CENTER ORIGINAL CORIOLISRECTIFIED


SDDD-HHMMSPN OQATE; JT LAT LONG CCT(SI: LINE LENGTH


1330-0952300 I8JUNT3 C N58-41/EO12-23 1 2 3 4 3358


INPUT DAT6SET SUBSCENE: LINEI LINES . LOCUSI LOCI OF MSSBANDS 
K OPPrFJ 1073 256 1348 256 4 5 6 7 
CLASSIFIEO SUBSCENE: SrRTFD 1201 128 1444 128 ALL 3 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFICATION USING THE N584E122 KEY LIBRARY


PER MSSBANO FROM ITS MAXIMUM LIKELIHODo CLASS
OUTSIDE 2.0 STANDARD DEVIATION(Si





























































ORIGINAL PAGE lb 
OF POOR QUATIJT 
72 
Hertz (ink plotter) 
OD EFQRomtek CT-V-monitor) 
INKJETS 
RAMTEK 




































IMGIMAGE ? PLOT? I~~ 
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OF : INTERAKET 
